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TAC ECONOMICS FOR COMMERCIAL AND INVESTMENT BANKS
A unique combination of advanced quantitative techniques and in-depth macro analysis at your fingertips.
Risk Department

International Department

Capital Markets

› Country risk

› Market development priorities

› Exchange rates

› Macro to counterparty risk

› Portfolio of country risk

› Asset prices and financial markets

› Stress-testing, EWS, ratings

› Macro diagnostic & scenario

› Capital, acquisitions, M&A valuation

Why TAC ECONOMICS?

They have been convinced...

From big to smart data

For 25 years, we have been consistently providing research
notes & advisory services to banks. They include commercial
banks, investment banks, specialized institutions,
development banks, from small or medium-sized to the
largest financial institutions, from Canada to Japan.

We invest heavily in the most advanced quantitative
techniques in order to provide consistent and forwardlooking analysis of key economic performances and
financial markets. This has given us an unrivalled track
record over the past decades.

Global coverage

Our quant tools and fundamental research cover all
types of economies and markets (mature, emerging,
frontier and commodities). They allow banks to fully
grasp the top-down implications of macro scenarios
on economic and financial variables that are critical for
banks’ operations and decisions.

To name a few: Société Générale, Crédit Agricole CIB,
Banque Cantonale de Genève, CM-CIC, HSBC, BNP Paribas,
Natixis, DBS, ING, Attijariwafa Bank, Bank of the Philippine
Islands...
More than 20-year relationship with some of the largest
international banks is a strong signal on our reputation and
effectiveness in providing highly useful research.

Independent research at your fingertips

We are fully independent and our development rests
solely on our ability to bring ideas and value in our
customers’ in-house decision processes. We offer
highly flexible delivery of research and our experts are
available for discussions.

“We are extremely satisfied with our collaboration with TAC ECONOMICS since 2003. They offer a very rare combination
of the highest quality economic and financial research, in-depth knowledge of developing countries’ economic and
political situations, and original and sophisticated quantitative modelling. I fully appreciate their independence and
integrity and I would recommend them to any institution dealing with country risk.”
Olivier de Boysson, Chief Economist - Emerging Markets, Société Générale

OUR SCOPE OF SERVICES

Country Risk, Ratings and Early
Warning Signals - 100 countries
Country risk monitoring (Ratings, Crisis Signals,
News...)
Combination of non-linear models and
fundamental analysis
Excellent track record for crisis detection
Political and governance risks

Cyclical scenarios, Currency
& Interest Rates Outlook
Cyclical scenarios and macro projections
Projections for policy rates, bond yields and
exchange rates, from short- to long-term
Covering all mature economies and key
emerging markets

Country risk premium in basis points

Quantitative Risk Measurement
Tools

Quantitative Modeling

Development and calibration of customized
country risk systems

› Advanced econometrics, complex modeling and
related statistical techniques

TRAC (Tool for Risk Assessment on Corporates)
and BMT (Bank Mapping Tool) for assessment of
counterparty risk and macro-sensitivity
Industry and sector risk scoring

› Non-linear quantitative techniques and data
mining models
› Deep Learning & Artificial Intelligence
› Text-Mining and content analysis

Support to stress testing

Customization
& Ad-Hoc Services

Regular Publications
& Monitoring

› In-depth country analyses

Quarterly Reports providing the fundamental
scenarios

› Text mining, aggregation of unstructured data
› Real time follow-up of countries,
companies & brands
› Conference calls and face to face meetings
› Hotline and direct contact with the team

Monthly Reports adjusting scenarios and alerting
on key changes
Daily or ad-hoc comments responding to key
macro events, through our web platform and our
e-mail alerts

ABOUT TAC ECONOMICS
TAC ECONOMICS is a French company providing advisory services
on international economic and financial issues. Over the last 25
years, we have achieved an outstanding track record in providing
advanced signals for significant crises, systemic shocks and
financial troubles, but also for positive and usually unexpected
positive reversals.
With massive investments in traditional models and complex
quantitative techniques as well as a unique ability to combine
results with analysis and qualitative conclusions, TAC ECONOMICS
provides original, operational and forward-looking research on
risks that international investors and operators have to deal with.
With our team of 15+ analysts, researchers and modelers, we develop innovative tools that help our customers to
stay ahead of critical changes.
Our research strength includes a substantial academic commitment (HEC Paris, University of Rennes) and an
active participation in international events gathering researchers and investors. This is complemented by regular
discussions with key economic and financial players (central banks, think tanks, MNCs...) and frequent travelling to
monitored countries.

How to subscribe?
We offer annual subscriptions with packages tailored for
financial investors as well as customized services.
Packages provide our customers with a comprehensive
access to the results of our quantitative models and to
high-quality independent research at the best market
price; selection is based on country/market coverage and
frequency of research delivery.
Customized Services aim at complementing the
standardized offers with more focused or specific country/
market coverage and a direct relationship with our research
team as well as our senior partners.
For more information,
please contact info@taceconomics.com
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France
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